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UI/UX Design 

Design Thinking  

Wireframing 

UX Strategy 

Prototyping 

User Research 

Web Design & Development

Figma 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ShareNow GmbH

Designer a new feature called digital fueling resulting to a 85% increase in users 

fulleing actively per day and reduced fraud  immensely. Conducted field 

research with other designers to improve the usability of the mobile app. 

Visable GmbH

Conducted research, interviewd stakeholders and collaborated with a cross 

functional team to help in creating product roadmao for the B2B landing page 

experience and also onboarding flow. 

Dreamlines GmbH

Creative innovative solutions for the product direction, appearance and 

customer experience for Dreamlines. Leading visual design phases from concept 

to final design.


Creation of Customer Journey Map and User Stories. Input for innovative design


approaches and users flows.

Insterswitch

Designed a healthcare management system which brought about a 15% increase 

in revenue. Designed an FX trade dashboard focused on a B2B model. Created 

end-toend experience for the company API console application which saw to an 

increase in over 40% increase in adoption of the console. I contributed to team 

efforts in building a design system from scratch, UI and overall visual design, as 

well as motion design for interactions, and prototyping.

Venture Garden Group

Designed web interfaces from concept stage to the final stage of development. 

Completed a UI/UX overhaul of the Ahmadu Bello university distance


learning platform starting from the website to the application portal. Created


wireframes and conducted user interviews to help create a simplified an


onbaording process for payment application.

Freelancer

Designed a desktop dashboard for a maritime application. Conducted user


research for an event application . Designed websites for a startup which


increased unique visitors 2k daily and a folk talke android application for my


startup
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